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 10 

A high density of local natural and human-induced ground deformation 11 
structures resulting from the presence of evaporites occur extensively 12 
around Zaragoza (NE Spain), posing risks to infrastructures, buildings and 13 
agriculture. We studied the potential of a series of interferograms 14 
constructed from 29 ERS -1/2 images to detect different types of ground 15 
deformation related to evaporite dissolution, landslides, and mining 16 
subsidence. We examined the factors involved in the usefulness and quality 17 
of interferograms, especially in relation to coherence and atmospheric 18 
circumstances. Favourable conditions were found in desert or developed 19 
areas, while agricultural practises caused decorrelation in most sinkhole-20 
prone areas. Results are consistent with previous geomorphological data and 21 
indicate that different natural and human-induced deformation phenomena 22 
can be detected in a time lag less than 5 years in evaporite areas. Advanced 23 
interferometric techniques based on time series of SAR images are needed 24 
for precise measurement and monitoring purposes. 25 

 26 

1. Introduction 27 

 28 

In the centre of the Ebro Basin, NE Spain, evaporite dissolution and subsidence are 29 
active processes that continuously modify the landscape through the development of 30 
alluvial dolines in a wide range of sizes which affect the dynamics of fluvial systems 31 
(Benito et al. 2000). In the environs of the city of Zaragoza, karstic subsidence causes 32 
considerable damage to linear infrastructures, buildings, and agriculture, resulting in 33 
substantial economic losses (Gutiérrez-Santolalla et al. 2005). Sinkhole size ranges 34 
from 1.5 m to 850 m in length, and their density varies from 140 to 600 sinkholes/km2, 35 
according to Gutiérrez et al. (2007). Moreover, active slope movements affect the 36 
gypsum outcrops, especially along the linear escarpment upstream of Zaragoza city 37 
where evaporite dissolution is favoured by the river channel (Gutiérrez et al. 1994). To 38 
produce predictive maps and reduce sinkhole and landslide risk, the delimitation of 39 
active deformation areas is required. However, anthropogenic activities and natural 40 
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processes may obliterate the geomorphic expression of the sinkholes and deformation 41 
structures. 42 

Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry (InSAR) is a powerful geodetic 43 
technique which makes possible the estimation of subtle topographic changes 44 
(Massonet et al. 1993) over large areas. Under the appropriate conditions it is possible 45 
to measure changes in topography and earth surface deformation with centimetre and 46 
millimetre accuracy (Massonnet and Feigl 1998). Conventional InSAR has been found 47 
to be useful for environmental applications related to slow ground deformation caused 48 
by mining (Raucoules et al. 2003, Ge et al. 2007) and aquifer compaction (Galloway et 49 
al. 1998, Hoffman et al. 2001, Cavalié et al. 2007). Some limits of this technique come 50 
from technical sources such as the baseline, the signal-to-noise-ratio, and non-51 
overlapping Doppler spectral energy. There are also scene-dependent sources of 52 
decorrelation mainly related to the atmospheric conditions occurring at the time of radar 53 
acquisition and ground surface preservation. The physical changes related to dielectric 54 
or geometric variations, more frequent in natural areas, might restrict the interpretation 55 
of radar interferometry (Gens and van Genderen 1996). For these reasons, InSAR has 56 
been used most successfully in urban areas (Strozzi and Wegmüller 1999; Fruneau and 57 
Sarti 2000, Le Mouélic et al. 2005, Chatterjee et al. 2006) though some applications 58 
have been found in natural areas (Cavalié et al. 2007, Wdowinski et al. 2008), 59 
especially in arid regions (Baer et al. 2002, Closson et al. 2007). 60 

The objective of this article is to examine the performance of conventional InSAR 61 
techniques using a series of 29 ERS (European Radar Satellite) images to identify 62 
gradual ground deformation associated with sinkhole-prone areas, landslides, and 63 
ground deformation in the gypsum outcrops around Zaragoza. We analyse the 64 
geological context, coherence in relation to land covers, and the atmospheric conditions 65 
at the time of the radar acquisitions. In the absence of a simultaneous, systematic 66 
ground survey, the suitability of this technique for detecting slow land subsidence 67 
characterized by local morphological expression is of great interest from an applied and 68 
scientific point of view. Identifying gradual subsidence can help us to understand the 69 
origin of deformation and the mechanism of sinkhole development. Moreover, 70 
knowledge about the surface features conditioning InSAR potential in natural areas is of 71 
great interest as regards remote sensing of the environment as it pertains to natural risk 72 
assessments, and may improve the use of the technique under non ideal conditions. 73 

 74 

2. Study area 75 

 76 

2.1. Land covers 77 

 78 

Zaragoza is located in the centre of the Ebro Basin, one of the most arid regions of 79 
Europe (Herrero and Snyder 1997), with average annual precipitation of 350 mm and a 80 
frequent NW dry wind. Based on the CORINE Land Cover map (IGN 2000), more than 81 
15 different land covers were distinguished in the study area. By grouping them in four 82 
general land covers (figure 1) and taking into account their expected contrasting 83 
responses in terms of scattering and phase preservation at the C-band wavelength scale, 84 
a sufficient surface area is attained. Agricultural areas occupy 60% of the scene, of 85 
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which 40% is in dry-farming, mostly winter cereal and fallow land, and 20% is irrigated 86 
farmland, with alfalfa and maize as the dominant crops. Irrigated crops are mainly 87 
restricted to the old irrigation systems in the floodplains of the Ebro River and its 88 
tributaries. History shows that collapses and karstification hampered the expansion of 89 
several irrigation channels in past centuries. 90 

[Figure 1] 91 

Urban and developed areas occupy less than 2% of the whole scene. Most natural 92 
vegetated areas, 10% of the scene, were expected to show no change in geometrical 93 
surface conditions between the radar acquisitions, due to their low coverage, small size, 94 
and slow growth. The scarce green vegetation is composed of Pinus halepensis and 95 
other xerophytes, Mediterranean trees and shrubs swayed by the frequent wind. They 96 
are isolated and aligned along the borders of the dryfarmed plots, or form small patches 97 
at higher altitude, especially in north-facing slopes. 98 

 99 

2.2. Lithology and relief 100 

 101 

The dominant outcropping Miocene Zaragoza Gypsum Formation is only interrupted by 102 
the Quaternary alluvial deposits of major river systems (figure 1). The gypsum-rich 103 
lithology forms a rounded hilly landscape, with platforms and a network of flat bottom 104 
infilled valleys locally named vales. The elevation of the gypseous hills ranges from 105 
300 to 500 m a.s.l. and clearly differs from that of the alluvial deposits in the Ebro River 106 
floodplain, between 160 and 220 m a.s.l. Some remains of the Tertiary lacustrine 107 
limestone cap the gypsum, reaching occasionally 600 and 800 m in altitude. These are 108 
called muelas and planas. This relief, detected by the ERS sensors looking down to the 109 
West, is faithfully reproduced by SAR amplitude images. 110 

The landscape morphology, resulting from the interaction of lithology, relief and 111 
vegetation, is highlighted by the texture estimated by means of the variation coefficient 112 
of the ERS series’ mean amplitude on a 5×5 pixel window basis (figure 2). Bright areas 113 
extending in a 30-km radius around Zaragoza correspond to scarcely vegetated gypsum 114 
and limestone materials. This area represents a relatively unchanging surface in terms of 115 
radar signal stability. The urban, developed areas upstream and downstream of 116 
Zaragoza and roads are stressed with the maximum brightness, together with the 117 
gypsum escarpment, roughly oriented in the direction of satellite illumination. In 118 
parallel with the escarpment, the Ebro River and its floodplain area contrast with a 119 
uniform darkness resulting from its low backscattering. 120 

Despite the semiarid climate, karstification is caused by dissolution of gypsum and 121 
other more soluble salts, such as halite and glauberite. The karstification is intense, 122 
especially under the alluvial deposits which usually show abundant ductile and brittle 123 
deformation. Karstic subsidence involves different processes such as collapse, 124 
suffusion, and sagging (Gutiérrez et al. 2008) and may cause ground subsidence on a 125 
regional scale and gravitational morphostructures when operating over long time 126 
periods. Moreover, karstic collapses, rotation landslides, piping, diaclases, cracks, and 127 
diapiric phenomena distort the gypsum sediments and cause the backward erosion of the 128 
escarpment. 129 
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[Figure 2] 130 

A high density of subsidence structures and sinkholes has been mapped (Soriano 131 
and Simón 1995, Gutierrez-Santolalla et al. 2005) in a stretch of the Ebro River valley, 132 
about 20 km upstream and downstream of Zaragoza (figure 2). Evidence of active 133 
subsidence and paleosubsidence activation has also been described along the Huerva 134 
River valley (Guerrero et al. 2004) and other Ebro River tributaries shown in figure 1. 135 
The thickness of alluvium is variable, reaching locally more than 50 m in depth due to 136 
the synsedimentary subsidence. The sinkholes occurrence and their size seem related to 137 
the thickness of underlying gypsum and with the anthropogenic concentrations of 138 
waters from canals, pipes, and irrigation ditches. Historical and current damages affect 139 
the agriculture and infrastructures, including buildings, water-supply systems, railways, 140 
motorways, and roads (Gutiérrez et al. 2008). The lack of subsidence features in the 141 
Zaragoza metropolitan area seems to be related to the presence of cemented terraces 142 
(Gutiérrez, pers. com.). However, the city is currently spreading over the surrounding 143 
gypsum outcrops, until now stable under a dry natural regime. In recent decades, 144 
subsidence rates estimated in agricultural areas, pavements, and buildings ranged from 145 
1.6 to 11 cm/year (Simón et al. 2008). 146 

 147 

3. Materials and methods 148 

 149 

3.1. SAR imagery 150 

 151 

About two hundred ERS-1, ERS-2, and ENVISAT/ASAR images covering the study 152 
area were available in the EOLI–SA 3.3 (Earthnet OnLine Interactive) catalogue 153 
service. The large archive kept since 1992 was an advantage, together with the 5.33 154 
GHz frequency band (5.66 cm wavelength) and 35-day repeat period at a regular 23º 155 
nominal incidence angle. In order to have comparable acquisition geometry, we selected 156 
a series of 29 SAR images acquired during the ERS-1 Phase G and ERS-2 Phase A 157 
multidisciplinary missions, at 10:25 a.m. in descending mode. The ascending ERS 158 
images acquired during the night have the advantage of atmospheric stability, though 159 
acquisitions are less frequent. 160 

All the acquired scenes (table 1) belong to track 277 and frame 2766 and were 161 
shifted 3 nodes to be centred on the city of Zaragoza. It was not possible to get ERS 162 
images belonging to the same season to preserve similar ground surface conditions. 163 
They date from 26 April 1995 to 21 December 2000 and belong to all four seasons: 5 164 
from spring, 8 from summer, 7 from autumn, and 9 from winter. 165 

[Table 1] 166 

3.2. Elevation models 167 

 168 

Two digital elevation models were available to remove the topographic contribution of 169 
the interferometric phase: the Spanish photogrammetric elevation model “GIS Oleícola” 170 
provided by the Spanish Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, produced from a 171 
1997-1998 flight and projected in UTM ED50; and the near global scale 3-arc second 172 
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posting digital elevation model (The Shuttle Radar Topography Mission, SRTM) (Farrr 173 
and Kobrick 2000) produced from a flight in February 2000 and edited in WGS84 174 
projection. The former has a 20-m pixel size and absolute vertical accuracy of better 175 
than 5 m; the latter, a 90-m pixel size and absolute vertical accuracy of better than 16 m 176 
(Farr et al. 2007). The suitability of both elevation models are discussed in a following 177 
section. 178 

 179 

3.3. Differential interferometry 180 

 181 

SAR Interferometry (InSAR) calculates the difference of the phases of two SAR images 182 
acquired at different times from the same approximate position in space. Differential 183 
interferometry (DInSAR) provides accurate surface deformation by subtracting the 184 
topographic phase from SAR interferograms (Massonet and Feigl 1998). By assuming 185 
that the scattering characteristics of the ground surface remain undisturbed, this 186 
technique enables the mapping of subtle vertical surface movements down to 187 
centimetres. 188 

The different factors limiting interferometry applications are basically related to 189 
the geometry of radar acquisitions and to ground surface features. The interferogram 190 
shows the phase difference (Φ) which represents the difference in distance measured in 191 
the radar line of sight (LOS) and includes mainly topography, orbital shifting, surface 192 
deformation, and atmospheric effects: 193 

 194 

AtmospherenDeformatioOrbitsTopography     (1) 195 

 196 

Therefore, three sources of uncertainty arise when calculating the deformation 197 

term, nDeformatio  errors in Digital Elevation Model (DEM) used to correct the 198 

topographic phase ( Topography ), imprecision in satellite orbits ( Orbits ), and errors 199 

produced by atmospheric delay, ( Atmosphere ) which at low surface elevations are 200 

mainly caused by differences in tropospheric water vapour content between scenes 201 
(Hanssen 2001). 202 

The first two phase contributions are tackled during the preprocessing step, as 203 
explained in the next section. The atmospheric contributions, produced by weather 204 
conditions, troposphere heterogeneities, and other atmospheric disturbances, remain 205 
almost unpredictable (Hanssen 2001). They can represent about 3 cm of vertical 206 
deformation (Le Mouélic et al. 2005) and the quantification of atmospheric parameters 207 
involved in the delay of the radar waves is not usually included in interferometric 208 
studies. 209 

 210 

3.3.1 Preprocessing. The 29 raw ERS images were focused using an ω-K frequency 211 
domain algorithm (Cafforio et al. 1991) to guarantee the lowest phase distortion and to 212 
preserve the original interferometric coherence. Each image, covering an area of about 213 
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100 km × 100 km, had a ground resolution of 4-5 m in azimuth and 20-25 m in range. 214 
The multi-looked images were generated with 5 azimuth looks and one range look 215 
resulting in square pixels with a resolution of 20 m in both directions on the ground. To 216 
reduce uncertainty in the satellite positioning in the 29 ERS acquisitions we propagated 217 
for our imagery the state vectors (time, velocity and position) from the free and 218 
available precise orbits as estimated by Delft University, using gravity models 219 
(Scharroo and Visser 1998) with an RMS of 5-7 cm. All the possible master-slave pairs 220 
were established from the resulting SAR focused images, with the oldest as the 221 
reference or master image. The parameters which conditioned their suitability for 222 
producing useful interferograms ―i.e. altitude of ambiguity, perpendicular baseline, 223 

and difference of Doppler centroids― were analysed. The altitude of ambiguity, ah , 224 

defined by Massonet and Rabaute (1993) as the shift in altitude to produce one 225 
topographic fringe, can be considered as the following approximation for ERS satellites: 226 

 227 




B

m10000
h

2

a      (2) 228 

 229 

where B is the perpendicular baseline between master and slave orbits, or the distance 230 

in meters between the satellite antennas in each image pair acquisition. To avoid 231 
introducing DEM errors in the topography-removed interferogram we selected only 232 

pairs with ah larger than 50 m and 100 m, for the local DEM and the SRTM DEM, 233 

respectively.  234 

For conventional SAR interferometry to be successful the critical limit of the 235 
baseline in the case of ERS-1 and ERS-2 satellites is about 1100 m (Lu, 2007) though 236 
the practical limit can be lower. Chang et al. (2007) estimated at 581 m the maximal 237 
effective baseline and noted that the temporal and other decorrelation factors make the 238 
practical effective baseline unpredictable. Moreover, for slow land subsidence rates as 239 
in the case of this study, a topographic phase can be introduced in the interferograms 240 
(Strozzi et al. 2001) even when the baseline is small. To refine the influence that the 241 
orbital distance between the two satellite positions has on the interferograms, we 242 
analysed the baseline values. We calculated for all pairs the perpendicular baseline 243 
using the image-to-image registration offsets and the orbit files. 244 

SAR pairs with a difference between master and slave image Doppler centroids 245 
from orbit to orbit higher than the Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) are not appropriate 246 
for interferometry because they do not overlap their spectrum, causing coherence loss. 247 
We considered only the pairs with Doppler differences < 0.10. A frequency filter was 248 
applied in azimuth and range to extract the common spectrum during the interferometric 249 
process. Images acquired after 2000 were avoided because of the large and unforeseen 250 
Doppler differences due to the significant degradation in attitude and Doppler centroid 251 
stability of ERS-2 (Miranda et al. 2005). 252 

 253 

3.3.2 Interferogram calculation. We applied the standard two-pass approach described 254 
by Massonnet and Feigl (1998) following two different methods implemented 255 
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respectively by SARscape® software, developed by Sarmap, and by the DIAPASON® 256 
software (Massonet 1997), developed at the French Space Agency (CNES). The main 257 
difference in the application of the two methods was the mode and time of use of the 258 
DEM in the interferometric chain. SARscape applied the DEM after calculating the 259 
phase difference between master and slave images, while DIAPASON benefited from 260 
DEM earlier in the processing, reconstructing the SAR original data over the DEM 261 
geometry. In this case, more computation time was necessary. In both cases, whole ERS 262 
scenes were processed with the purpose of interpreting the results in a regional 263 
geological context. 264 

In a first phase, SARscape was used to co-register the master-slave pairs with a 265 
sub-pixel accuracy by means of their shift estimation from the orbits, and subsequent 266 
coarse and fine co-registrations. Some parameters such as the correlation window size 267 
and number, in azimuth and range, and the signal-to-noise threshold were adapted to 268 
avoid the effects of inaccurate orbital parameters or low coherence. In a second phase, 269 
SARscape subtracted the topographic phase from the interferogram; for this purpose, 270 
the elevation model was converted into radar coordinates and scaled using a backward 271 
geocoding approach (Sarmap 2006). Two iterations were required to remove the low 272 
frequency phase difference related to the topography. The orbital information was 273 
required in the first iteration, and some control points located over the scene in the 274 
second iteration. 275 

Afterwards, a spectral shift (Gatelli et al. 1994) and a common Doppler bandwidth 276 
filtering were performed (Schwäbisch and Geudtner 1995). The interferometric 277 
coherence between the two acquisitions was calculated from the co-registered complex 278 
SAR using a 3-pixel sized window following the expression given by Monti Guarnieri 279 
et al. (2003). The interferogram was adaptively filtered only where the SNR (Signal 280 
Noise Ratio), calculated using a window of fixed 4-pixel size, was greater than 0.25 281 
(Prati et al. 1994). 282 

To verify differences of interferograms generated from the two methods, selected 283 
interferograms were generated using DIAPASON software. Master images were lined 284 
up with the elevation model by means of a radiometric image simulated from DEM and 285 
containing the relief effects. Correlation between master and simulated image was 286 
performed using the acquisition start time and the proximal distance of the master 287 
image. Following this, a theoretical phase difference, calculated from the orbit data and 288 
the elevation model, was applied to correct the raw interferograms, producing a 289 
compensated complex interferogram (Massonnet 1997, CNES 1998). The signal-to 290 
noise ratio was improved by using a weighted power spectrum filter adapted from that 291 
of Goldstein and Werner (1998). 292 

The residual orbital fringes were eliminated using control points in the SARscape 293 
processor and an averaged gradient in range and azimuth, calculated from visual 294 
computation of orbital fringes, in DIAPASON. 295 

 296 

3.4. Correlation of interferograms 297 

 298 

The variability of the atmospheric conditions between the acquisitions of the images 299 
restricts the use of repeat-pass interferometry (Hanssen 2001). From the methods 300 
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applied to detect and eliminate the atmospheric component, the complex correlation of 301 
interferograms (Fruneau and Sarti 2000, Chatterjee et al. 2006) has the advantage of 302 
simplicity of implementation, requiring only a few interferograms. The method consists 303 
of isolating the common deformation between two interferograms. The mean correlation 304 
rate of the two interferograms was computed by means of the sum of their phases on a 305 
pixel basis and adapting the correlation window size to the spatial scale of the expected 306 
displacements. A detailed description of the technique was reported by Fruneau and 307 
Sarti (2000). 308 

A sequence of interferograms with no common dates, i.e. no common atmospheric 309 
artefacts, was selected. The results were displayed (see section 4.3.2) using an intensity-310 
hue-saturation (IHS) transform. We assigned the amplitude of the radar image to the 311 
intensity channel, the phase to hue, and the correlation rate to saturation. An inverse 312 
IHS transform was performed to reconstruct the red, green, and blue channels. 313 

 314 

4. Results and Discussion 315 

 316 

4.1. Selection of a digital elevation model 317 

 318 

The local and the SRTM DEMs were applied in some selected interferograms to verify 319 
the influence of their difference in vertical precision in the phase difference estimation. 320 
No visual differences were observed between results. However, due to the flatness of 321 
the sinkhole-prone areas, the accuracy of the local DEM was considered beneficial for 322 
ensuring the quality of phase difference estimation. Moreover, since the local DEM 323 
flight, 1997, was coincident with many ERS images acquisitions, it should better 324 
reproduce the topography of the area. To improve the accuracy of the topographic 325 
phase, the geode undulation was estimated via the IBERGEO95 model-based web tool 326 
provided by the Spanish Geographic Institute (http://www.cnig.es/) from a 327 
representative sample of points of the radar scene. An average value of 15 m was 328 
subtracted from the local DEM. 329 

 330 

4.2. Selection of interferometric pairs 331 

 332 

A total of 406 image pairs were obtained from the combination of the 29 ERS images. 333 
Their temporal and spatial baselines and the Doppler centroid difference values were 334 
examined in order to judge their usefulness for the interferometric process. As a result, 335 
the analysis demonstrated the complexity of obtaining pairs that avoid, as much as 336 
possible, the three mentioned decorrelation sources. 337 

As explained in section 3.2.1, to avoid possible errors in the DEM causing a 338 

topographic contribution in the phase measurement, only the 103 image pairs with ah  > 339 

50 m, were considered. About 30% of them exhibited a temporal baseline greater than 3 340 
years, and 75%, greater than one year. 341 
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The selected image pairs, with a perpendicular baseline ranging from 4 m to 342 
385 m, exhibited variable coherence likely related to the time-lag (from 1 to 1610 days) 343 
or other acquisition factors. No threshold was imposed regarding the perpendicular 344 
baseline values. 345 

Related to the third factor analysed, the Doppler centroid, 65% of image pairs 346 
presented a positive Doppler centroid difference (D) value. The absolute D value varied 347 
from 0.4 to 0.4×10-3, and the highest D corresponds to the pairs with a low temporal 348 
baseline. We examined the interferograms with D > 0.10, 30%, because a shift in the 349 
signal frequency of the radar images can generate a loss of correlation. All of them 350 
included an image acquired in 2000 and/or acquired by an ERS-1 sensor. However, 351 
given their good coherence and the fact that a spectrum filter is later applied during the 352 
interferometric process, we did not discard interferograms with D > 0.10. 353 

 354 

4.3. Quality of interferograms 355 

 356 

The visual appearance of the fringes and the coherence produced in the interferometric 357 
SAR process were used as quality indicators of interferograms. Although the 358 
geometrical constraints related to sensor and orbital positioning were addressed, not all 359 
image pairs produced good interferograms, due to the presence of noise. Even though 360 
precision vectors were used to refine the satellite positions, baseline errors were present 361 
in the form of orbital fringes. The residual orbital imprecision was adjusted by applying 362 
two different methods, each with its corresponding software. In DIAPASON software, 363 
the residual fringes were assimilated by linear adjusting to a regular network modelled 364 
and corrected by both gradients, in distance and azimuth. The corners of the DEM and 365 
the number of residual fringes in DEM geometry, counted along range and azimuth, 366 
gave satisfactory results for small orbital errors. Using SARscape software, several 367 
reference points distributed over the scene were needed to calculate the RMSE (Root 368 
Mean Squared Error) between orbits and to perform a new interferogram flattening. 369 

The remaining coloured strips and lobes were interpreted as atmospheric artefacts 370 
caused by the troposphere or ionosphere delay of the radar signal (Sandwell and Price, 371 
1998; Fruneau and Sarti, 2000). Due to the low surface elevation in the study area, they 372 
could be produced mainly by differences in vapour content (Hansen 2001). 373 

One hundred interferograms were evaluated by visual inspection for coherence 374 
and atmospheric artefacts. 375 

 376 

4.3.1 Interferometric coherence. Temporal decorrelation is very complex and involves 377 
the motion of scatterers and changes in soil’s dielectric properties due to variations in 378 
humidity and temperature (Henderson and Lewis 1998, Chang et al. 2007). This 379 
decorrelation can be significant at C-band frequency (5.5 GHz) due to wind, rainfall 380 
before or between acquisitions, especially in rough surfaces (Santoro et al. 2007), and 381 
the growth of vegetation, especially crops. Occasional rainfall or dew can produce 382 
changes in ground dielectric properties even in arid areas (Goldstein 1995; Zebker et al. 383 
1997), limiting the interferometry application. The degree of changes in backscattering 384 
characteristics can be quantified by interferometric coherence. 385 
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The interferometric coherence was found to persist over a significant area, in 386 
almost half of interferograms, even though 37% of them were generated from images 387 
spanning more than one year, and 10% from images spanning more than two years. 388 
Most of them, about 84%, exhibited a perpendicular baseline < 200 m, and those with a 389 
baseline of >200 m and very high coherence (with a median of 0.45), represented the 390 
shortest temporal intervals. All-weather InSAR imaging was a great advantage, 391 
although the summer months were supposed to assure chances to produce coherent 392 
interferograms. The monthly distribution of our master and slave images proved that 393 
only 5% of interferograms were created from two summer images and 41% included 394 
only one summer image. Nevertheless, due to the slow-growth of the sparse steppe 395 
vegetation and the limited extent of tree and shrub areas, the coherence persisted over 396 
the natural vegetated areas in spite of the seasonal variation and the time-lag of SAR 397 
images (figures 3(a), 3(b)). 398 

To characterize the spatial variation of the main land covers we selected the 399 
highest coherence images, and we superimposed the land cover map in a geographic 400 
information system. The coherence was estimated by computing the average value in a 401 
significant area size for each land cover. The mean coherence varied from 0.50 to 0.19 402 
over the whole scene. Urban and developed areas and natural vegetated areas covered 403 
by xerophytes (figure 3(d)) were the most coherent land covers, with a mean coherence 404 
of 0.31 and 0.16, respectively, differing only by 5%. The irrigated areas, with a mean of 405 
0.15, showed a low coherence, regardless of season and time-lag, except for three pairs 406 
spanning 70 days. In the floodplain, the sinkhole-prone areas exhibited low coherence, 407 
except for some interferograms with images spanning less than 100 days. However, 408 
coherence remained over the roads and urban areas in the floodplain (figure 3(c)), 409 
especially upstream of Zaragoza. Dryfarmed areas exhibited an intermediate value, with 410 
a mean of 0.17. The analysis of spatial distribution of the coherent pixels revealed that 411 
the maximum coherence persistence occurred in developed areas, gypsum escarpments, 412 
and limestone areas covered with sparse xerophytes on shallow soils (figure 3(d)). 413 

[Figure 3] 414 

The Ebro River floodplain showed low coherence, except for the tandem ERS/1-415 
ERS/2 pair and for seven interferograms spanning less than three months. Since this 416 
time interval was too short to identify the deformation phenomena under study, only the 417 
deformation affecting roads and developed areas in the floodplain was susceptible to 418 
detection. Soil surface deformation occurring in irrigated areas was masked by the 419 
incoherent pixels in most interferograms. The wide dryfarmed area presented a variable 420 
temporal decorrelation due to changes in soil surface roughness related to agricultural 421 
practises. 422 

Figure 4 presents the temporal variation of coherence for each land cover as 423 
extracted from 4 coherence images corresponding to an increasing time lag, from 105 to 424 
1392 days. The maximum coherence values of each cover had a similar temporal 425 
evolution to their mean values, and the land covers were better differentiated by their 426 
mean value in the shortest interval and by their maximum value, in the lower coherence 427 
interval. This figure reveals that other factors than the time interval influence the 428 
decreasing of coherence, though the maximum coherence values corresponded, for all 429 
the land covers, to the shortest interval. The coherence decreased from the 125-day 430 
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interval to the 175-day interval, but increased in the following intervals, spanning 245 431 
and 1392 days. 432 

On one hand, the weather conditions, especially rain and wind, produce instability 433 
in the scattering elements over a time interval. From the examination of the rains 434 
registered in the weather stations of the area, it was observed that only the second pair 435 
coincided with rain in four weather stations, with maximum registered rainfall of 20 436 
mm. On the rest of the dates, except for the last, rainfall of < 4 mm was registered only 437 
at one weather station. No rains were registered on the last date. On the other hand, even 438 
if the baselines of these image pairs fall under the range of the effective baseline, the 439 
second pair exhibited a value of 282 m, much higher than the baseline value of the other 440 
three pairs, 78 m, 27 m, and 44 m, respectively. Therefore, a combined effect of wet soil 441 
surface conditions and a high baseline could have a much greater effect than time-lag on 442 
the variability of coherence. 443 

[Figure 4] 444 

 445 

4.3.2 Atmospheric artefacts. The interferograms exhibited significant phase variations 446 
which changed location on different dates. Broken parallel fringes, bubbles, and lobed 447 
fringes of different sizes appeared in the areas of high coherence. Almost 29% of 448 
interferograms were affected by those artefacts, 72% of them to a high or very high 449 
degree (figure 5). Regarding the topography of the area, with 500 m of height 450 
difference, no systematic fringe pattern related to the rounded gypsum hills was 451 
observed. Therefore, these artefacts were related to the atmosphere conditions at the 452 
time of radar acquisitions, especially to variations in water vapour, temperature, or 453 
pressure. These variations contrast with the fact that the area is located in one of the 454 
most arid regions in Europe. In winter, fog is frequent in the floodplains early in the 455 
morning, but a dry NW wind is much more common, blowing with a frequency of 40% 456 
and a mean velocity of 30 km/h. Atmospheric noise was checked for by: (1) verifying 457 
the spatial variability of the fringes in independent interferometric pairs, (2) recognizing 458 
the atmospheric effects in pairs sharing a common date, and (3) verifying that all these 459 
artefacts were not related to the topography. 460 

[Figure 5] 461 

Rain occurring at the time of data acquisition entails changes in the dielectric 462 
constant of the surface material causing decorrelation. Rain is not an atmospheric 463 
artefact per se, though its occurrence at the time of data acquisition involves cloudy 464 
conditions and temporary disturbances in the atmosphere. To justify the high occurrence 465 
of atmospheric perturbations in the interferograms we examined the rains recorded at 466 
the radar acquisition dates, and the free and available Landsat quicklooks and 467 
METEOSAT images from their web catalogues. The Zaragoza WMO and 15 weather 468 
stations belonging to the National Weather Institute (I.N.M) network (figure 6) were 469 
considered for this analysis. As a result, a high occurrence of rains of variable 470 
magnitude was observed at the radar acquisition dates as 21 of the 29 ERS dates were 471 
rainy at at least one weather station. On seven dates, no rains were recorded in the area, 472 
including three dates in 1995, the driest year from the period studied. As an exception, 473 
10 August 1995 (1594 orbit) was assumed to be very cloudy because 12 weather 474 
stations, the maximum in the period studied, registered simultaneous rains. In December 475 
1996 (8608 orbit), 8 weather stations registered rains, with a mean of 0.9 mm; in 476 
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January 1997 (9109 orbit) and October 2000 (28648 orbit), 7 weather stations registered 477 
rains with a mean of 2.9 mm and 11 mm, respectively. The daily local precipitation in 478 
the 21 rainy dates studied ranged from 1 mm to 40 mm, and the mean precipitation on 479 
each date, computed for the whole scene from the 16 weather stations, was < 11 mm. 480 
Rainfall exceeded 2 mm on only 14 of the 29 ERS SAR dates. 481 

This analysis illustrates the scarcity and the irregular spatial distribution of the 482 
rains on the radar acquisition dates. Some bias could occur due to the lack of 483 
coincidence between the manual raingauge reading time and that of the satellite pass. 484 
Moreover, the morning raingauge reading included the rains occurred 24-h previous to 485 
each radar observation instance. This is exemplified with the free-cloud Landsat TM 486 
image from 3 October 1996, acquired at 10:25, while one weather station registered 2 487 
mm (in the 24h previous). Consequently, 77% of the image pairs contained a rainy date 488 
at at least one weather station. Taking into account only rain over 2 mm, on 7 dates 489 
between 3 and 7 weather stations registered rain; on 8 dates, only one weather station 490 
registered rain. 491 

[Figure 6] 492 

To be able to infer cloudy conditions in the whole scene we examined the 493 
concurrent Landsat images belonging to the 199/31 track/frame from the available 494 
Eurimage EiNet (http://www.eurimage.com/ql/), and the METEOSAT first generation 495 
(http://badc.nerc.ac.uk/browse/badc/meteosat) catalogues. These images roughly 496 
matched the time of the ERS passes, 10:25 a.m., although the number of days between 497 
the dates of ERS and the nearest Landsat images varied from 1 to 11. From the two 498 
concurrent Landsat dates we verified the only cloudless date of our set, on 3 October 499 
1996. The rest of the Landsat images were very cloudy, some of them with a parallel 500 
(strip) pattern recognized in some interferograms (figure 7). All the available 501 
METEOSAT images simultaneous to ERS images in 2000 clearly showed cloudy cover 502 
and high vapour content over the whole imaged ERS scene. Due to the different spatial 503 
resolution of ERS and METEOSAT scenes, we did not look for a detailed verification 504 
of atmospheric noise in each interferogram. However, the ubiquitous cloudy conditions 505 
at the time of the ERS acquisitions confirmed the atmospheric origin of the frequent 506 
artefacts and fringes observed in many of the highly coherent interferograms. 507 

[Figure 7] 508 

The correlation of interferograms was used to dilute atmospheric noise. We 509 
correlated two independent interferograms, i.e. created with four images from different 510 
dates, representing a time interval of 5 and 6 months, respectively. We correlated this 511 
result with a new interferogram spanning 10 months. All the correlated interferograms 512 
shared a common time interval. Therefore, a potential common ground deformation was 513 
preserved along the correlation steps. The IHS transform was applied to represent the 514 
resulting deformation fringes on the outskirts of Zaragoza city (figure 8). The noise was 515 
highly reduced whereas the phase information remained only in a few urban and 516 
developed areas, and the detection of a fringe pattern related to ground motion was not 517 
possible. Unfortunately, a new correlation did not improve this result because the 518 
number of pixels with phase information decreased. 519 

[Figure 8] 520 

 521 
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4.4. Detailed analysis of deformation areas 522 

 523 

The two methods used for calculating the interferograms, implemented in DIAPASON 524 
and SARscape, respectively, provided similar results in terms of fringe patterns on the 525 
whole scene. However, local differences were noticed due to the different techniques 526 
used for the final visualized product, related mainly to the different pixel size and 527 
filtering technique. Taking into account the small size of the deformation features 528 
studied in this work, the resolution of the final product highly conditioned the 529 
interpretation of the interferograms. In general, the interferograms filtered with the 530 
weighted power spectrum filter implemented in DIAPASON performed a helpful 531 
smoothing to preserve the continuity of the fringes, but resulted in a loss of phase 532 
information in small and isolated areas. For comparison purposes, the phase coding and 533 
data type resulting from both methods were customized. The analysis was best 534 
compensated for by comparing the unfiltered interferograms calculated with 535 
DIAPASON with those filtered from SARscape (figure 9). 536 

[Figure 9] 537 

The best interferograms, i.e. those with highest coherence and without perceptible 538 
atmospheric artefacts, were selected to analyse the fringes related to ground deformation 539 
phenomena. Unlike the fringes produced by atmospheric effects, those related to slow 540 
deformation are supposed to occur at the same location in independent interferometric 541 
pairs. At a detailed scale, a certain spatial variation of the deformation is assumed 542 
because evaporite dissolution and deformation development can vary according to 543 
active processes (dissolution, compaction and consolidation of sediments, water level 544 
changes, landslides, etc.) and anthropogenic activity. 545 

In general, clear fringes were lacking or poorly defined even after the filtering of 546 
the interferograms. Interpreting and comparing the fringe colour variation and 547 
distribution from individual interferograms was cumbersome, as the fringes were not 548 
understandable in terms of continuity and extent. The application of advanced DInSAR 549 
techniques, which will be the subject of a forthcoming article (Castañeda et al. 2009) 550 
allowed the identification of local deformation areas in (1) a salt mine over the hilly 551 
gypsum outcrops, (2) the gypsum escarpment, and (3) the sinkhole-prone area at the 552 
bottom of the valley. These three sites were therefore examined in our interferograms 553 
(figure 10(a)). 554 

A deformation fringe pattern identified in the gypsum outcrops corresponds to a 555 
slow deformation produced by mining subsidence in the Remolinos area (figure 10(b)), 556 
where an interstratified halite unit is being extracted from Roman times. The three 557 
interferograms analysed correspond to three independent image pairs 2095-7105, 558 
17626-24640, and 7606-20632, and represent an increasing time interval of 350 days, 559 
490 days, and 910 days, respectively. In this area covered with xerophytes, coherence 560 
was high enough to allow for well-developed fringes. The number of fringes increases 561 
with the time interval (figure 10(b)), each fringe cycle corresponding to a ground 562 
displacement of half the radar wavelength, 28 mm, in the satellite-ground line of sight. 563 
Up to now mining subsidence was not known in the Remolinos mine. The swelling of 564 
the soil due to the presence of esmectites in the clay fraction or to the different 565 
penetration of electromagnetic radiation (Gens and van Genderen 1996) was discarded 566 
because there are no significant lithological differences. Field surveys together with 567 
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sustained interferometric monitoring will make possible corroboration of the mining 568 
deformation and inference of the ground motion on the dates of this study, from 1995 to 569 
2000. 570 

A second pattern of poorly to moderately-developed fringes was observed over the 571 
gypsum escarpment in three independent interferograms constructed from 7606-10612, 572 
6103-9606, and 2095-7105 image pairs, which represented an increasing time interval 573 
of 70, 245, and 350 days, respectively (figure 10(c)). This deformation corresponds to 574 
active slope movements occurring in a small segment along the linear escarpment 575 
upstream of Zaragoza city, the most active area. We discard the topographic origin of 576 
these fringes because the gypsum escarpment extends for more than 70 km with a linear 577 
trace, and no systematically associated topographic fringes are observed alongside. 578 
Unlike the ground deformation identified in the salt mine, these elongated fringes do not 579 
increase in number as the time interval increases. It is probably due to the different mass 580 
movement types in the scarp which limit InSAR phase preservation. Moreover, two 581 
other factors can be taken into account: (1) the parallelism between the NW-SE-trending 582 
escarpment and the ERS satellite line of sight which limits the capability to detect the 583 
deformation; and (ii) the upward and horizontal displacements involved in the rotational 584 
landslides that might hamper the preservation of well-developed fringes over time. 585 

Figure 10(d) displays a third fringe pattern occurring in the floodplain and lower 586 
terraces upstream of Zaragoza. In this area, active subsidence associated to sinkholes 587 
has been revealed by geomorphological investigations (Soriano and Simón 1995, 588 
Gutiérrez et al. 2007, Galve et al. 2009). The progressive subsidence and deformation 589 
affects buildings and roads; some factories have been demolished and the N-232 590 
highway is re-asphalted every year. Three independent interferograms constructed with 591 
the image pairs 1594-6103, 2095-8608, and 7606-20632 were analysed, representing a 592 
time interval varying from 315 days to 910 days. Well-developed fringes are not visible 593 
although repetitive patterns appear in the same location, an industrial state where Simón 594 
et al. (2008) measured subsidence rates of 3.2-4 cm/year by leveling. Buildings are 595 
constructed in a large active sinkhole artificially filled but clearly identifiable in old 596 
aerial photographs and topographic maps (Galve et al. 2009). 597 

[Figure 10] 598 

These examples illustrate two main advantages of the DInSAR technique: the 599 
potential to detect slight ground deformation and its application over large areas. Field 600 
knowledge was crucial to obtain information from the interferograms, and their filtering 601 
improved visual interpretation since the signal was frequently blurred by noise. The 602 
main disadvantages include (1) the small size of the surface deformation features, 603 
specially the limited extent of the subsidence areas related to sinkhole development, (2) 604 
the loss of coherence due to agricultural practises, and (3) the shortness of the five-year 605 
temporal interval for these slow phenomena. The technique, sensitive to the resolution 606 
of the topographic elevation model, gives similar results with the two different methods 607 
used for calculating the interferograms. 608 

This study shows the potential of conventional radar interferometry to study 609 
different deformation phenomena in evaporite areas, including mining subsidence, 610 
landslides, and subsidence related to sinkhole development. Interferometry and 611 
especially coherence provided characteristics of the Zaragoza surroundings related to 612 
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lithology and land covers which should prove to be of interest for future thematic 613 
studies. 614 

The availability of favourable parameters dictates the success of conventional 615 
interferometry and advanced DInSAR techniques allow for the refining of these results 616 
by avoiding the influence of atmospheric artefacts and decorrelation. In a forthcoming 617 
article we shall provide quantified ground motion information for the area around 618 
Zaragoza city during identical time interval (Castañeda et al. 2009). 619 

 620 

5. Conclusions 621 

 622 

Conventional SAR interferometry has been applied for the first time to the study of 623 
deformation areas in evaporites around Zaragoza. The technique proved to be of interest 624 
to study a wide region, although the local nature of the deformation phenomena was an 625 
important constraint. A dedicated and applied analysis allowed us to determine the 626 
limiting factors of our interferograms. Coherence was not a limiting factor for 627 
interferogram calculation, though the higher sinkhole density area was decorrelated due 628 
to agricultural practises. Atmospheric noise was much more frequent than expected for 629 
such an arid area, hampering the analysis of many interferograms. 630 

We detected widespread fringe patterns related to the slow deformation of 631 
evaporites with a time lag of five years. The deformation is produced by different 632 
natural and human-induced processes, mainly subsidence by evaporite bedrock 633 
dissolution, scarp motion and landslides, and mining subsidence. The two 634 
interferometric methods employed provided similar results with small differences. The 635 
deformation fringes are to be verified in a forthcoming article by advanced 636 
multitemporal DInSAR, and future studies must be accompanied by precise ground-637 
based levelling measurements. From an applied point of view, the products of 638 
interferometry have great potential, whether alone or combined with other thematic 639 
information. 640 
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Table and Figure captions 819 

 820 

Table 1. Sensor, date, and orbit number of the SAR images selected for this study. Their 821 
temporal interval, referred to the date of the first image, is also noted. 822 

Figure 1. Location of the study area and the main land covers of the imaged scene, 823 
simplified from Corine LC 2000. The major rivers are named. 824 

Figure 2. The texture obtained by means of the coefficient of variation of the ERS SAR 825 
image series’ mean amplitude shows a bright, nearly circular area around 826 
Zaragoza representing the scarcely vegetated gypsum and limestone outcrops; 827 
roads are also clearly visible. 828 

Figure 3. The coherence of the study area for a 71 day time-lag (a) and a 700 day-829 
interval (b). The urban areas (in white) and the areas with geomorphological 830 
evidence of subsidence and deformation (white polygons) are superimposed on the 831 
mean coherence image (c). The coherent outcrops around Zaragoza are dominated 832 
by rounded gypsum hills with scarce xerophytic vegetation and infilled valleys 833 
(d). 834 

Figure 4. Mean (a) and maximum (b) coherence values of the main land covers in the 835 
area, for four coherence images with an increasing time interval. Natural 836 
vegetation has been divided into two classes: green vegetation and xerophytes. 837 

Figure 5. Examples of atmospheric artefacts resulting from independent interferograms 838 
constructed from image pairs 20766-7105 (a), 9610-10612 (b), and 11614-14620 839 
(c). All interferograms show a large coherent area with visible phase noise (i.e. 840 
coloured stripes and lobes) produced by troposphere heterogeneities. 841 

Figure 6. Maximum precipitation (right column) registered in the study area on each 842 
ERS SAR image date, and the number of simultaneous weather stations 843 
registering the rain (top). The length of the bars illustrates the amount of rain. 844 

Figure 7. a: Multiple atmospheric artefacts appear in the interferogram obtained from 845 
the image pairs 8608-9610, with the weather stations superimposed; b: 846 
METEOSAT image coincident with the 8608 image acquisition, with the study 847 
area showed; c: Landsat TM image of the same area acquired on 11 December 848 
1996, a day before the 8608 image acquisition in b. 849 

Figure 8. Atmospheric noise was removed by applying the correlation of three 850 
interferograms (obtained from 7696-9610, 8608-10612, and 8608-12616 image 851 
pairs). The phase information remained in urban areas upstream of Zaragoza. The 852 
amplitude image was used as background. 853 

Figure 9. Detail of the interferogram obtained from the pair 17626-24640 showing 854 
comparable results from DIAPASON (a) and SARscape (b) methods. Only the 855 
second is filtered. 856 

Figure 10. (a): Location of the three areas (numbered) analysed in a sequence of filtered 857 
and independent interferograms that represent increasing time intervals; (b): In 858 
area 1, the number of deformation fringes increases with the time interval in the 859 
Remolinos salt mine; (c): In area 2, a variable fringe pattern is detected along the 860 
gypsum escarpment extending NW-SE parallel to the river, in blue; (d): In area 3, 861 
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a small, persistent fringe pattern is detected in a well known subsidence area 862 
related to sinkhole development that affects buildings and roads. All the 863 
interferograms are superimposed to ortophotographs using a slight transparency. 864 
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Table 1. Sensor, date, and orbit number of the SAR images selected for this study. Their 865 

temporal interval, referred to the date of the first image, is also noted. 866 

Sensor Year Month Day 
Orbit 

number 

Days’ interval 
from the date of 
the first image 

ERS-1 1995 4 26 19764 0 
ERS-1 1995 7 5 20766 70 
ERS-2 1995 8 10 1594 106 
ERS-2 1995 9 14 2095 141 
ERS-1 1996 4 10 24774 350 
ERS-2 1996 6 20 6103 421 
ERS-2 1996 8 29 7105 491 
ERS-2 1996 10 3 7606 526 
ERS-2 1996 12 12 8608 596 
ERS-2 1997 1 16 9109 631 
ERS-2 1997 2 20 9610 666 
ERS-2 1997 3 27 10111 701 
ERS-2 1997 5 1 10612 736 
ERS-2 1997 7 10 11614 806 
ERS-2 1997 9 18 12616 876 
ERS-2 1997 11 27 13618 946 
ERS-2 1998 2 5 14620 1016 
ERS-2 1998 9 3 17626 1226 
ERS-2 1999 4 1 20632 1436 
ERS-2 1999 6 10 21634 1506 
ERS-1 1999 7 14 41808 1540 
ERS-1 1999 10 27 43311 1645 
ERS-2 1999 10 28 23638 1646 
ERS-2 2000 1 6 24640 1716 
ERS-1 2000 2 9 44814 1750 
ERS-2 2000 3 16 25642 1786 
ERS-2 2000 8 3 27646 1926 
ERS-2 2000 10 12 28648 1996 
ERS-2 2000 12 21 29650 2066 

 867 

 868 
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Figures 869 

 870 

Figure1 871 

 872 

 873 
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Figure 2 875 
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Figure 3 877 
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Figure 4 880 
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Figure 5 883 
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Figure 6 886 
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Figure 7 889 
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Figure 8 892 
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Figure 9 895 
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Figure 10 898 


